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New requirements for modern technologies have become a driving force in the development of 

information technology. New distributed computing systems are required to handle a large data 

flow generated by the application of the Internet of Things (IoT) and to ensure their efficient 

processing. Although cloud computing is an effective technology for processing and storing data 

generated in a networked environment, it has complications with the real time transmission of large 

amounts of data due to the low bandwidth of network. To speed up the data processing, fog 

computing systems have been widely used in recent years. Fog counting systems are one of the 

proposed solutions for working with IoT devices. Because it can meet the computing needs of 

multiple devices connected to the network. In these systems, the data is processed at computing 

nodes located near the data generating devices, which reduces the bandwidth complications of the 

network channel. In this regard, this article considers the application of fog computing technology 

in cyber-physical systems. It analyzes the fog technology architecture and its advantages over cloud 

computing. Cyber security problems arising when using fog technology in cyber-physical systems 

are analyzed and available protection methods partially solving them are highlighted. 
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1. Introduction 

Cyber-physical systems (CPS) connect digital 

and analog devices, interfaces, networks, computer 

systems with the physical world. CPS is based on a 

computer system that processes information in 

automotive, aviation, energy and other fields. 

These computer systems are used to perform 

specific tasks. CPS includes sensors, actuators and 

similar embedded systems that interact with the 

real world, as well as sophisticated software. CPS 

refers to the close interrelationships and 

relationships between cyber components, such as 

the sensory systems and physical components 

forming the basis of the Internet of Things [1]. 

The main areas covered by CPS are listed below 

[2, 3]: 

• Smart cities: transport, energy distribution, 

healthcare, environmental monitoring, business, 

trade, emergency response, waste management; 

• Intelligent transport management: operational 

management of complex traffic flows through 

real-time data sharing, accident prevention; 

• Energy management: Supervisory Control and 

Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems, smart grid, 

adaptation and optimization, distribution and 

consumption of electricity generation; 

• Agriculture: precise farming, smart irrigation 

and more efficient nutrition distribution 

(fertilization, nitrogen), improved crop 

production capacity; 

• Environment: environmental monitoring in 

large and diverse geographical areas (forests, 

rivers and mountains), early detection of 

natural disasters (forest fires); 

• Healthcare: real-time monitoring of patients’ 

health and warning, telemedicine systems for 

remote delivery of medical services; 

• and so forth. 

The above-mentioned CPS collects data generated 

by sensors installed to measure various physical 

parameters. Since the volume of that data is large to 
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be handled and tracked, powerful computing 

resources are required to process it. Cloud 

technologies with high computing power and 

memory capabilities are considered to be an effective 

solution for mentioned data processing. 

However, since cloud computing is a 

centralized computing model, most computing is 

performed on cloud servers. This means that all 

information and requests are transmitted in a 

centralized cloud. Transferring large amounts of 

data between clouds and data sources is time 

consuming and expensive. On the other hand, 

despite the increase in data processing speed, 

network bandwidth has not increased significantly. 

Thus, network bandwidth poses problems for 

cloud computing systems for processing large 

amounts of data. Currently, edge counting systems 

are widely used for data sensing and their pre-

processing. Consequently, in addition to cloud 

computing technologies, a new computational 

paradigm called fog computing is proposed [4]. 

Fog computing is a computing model performing 

data processing and application execution at the 

network boundary, i.e., at computing nodes (as 

close to the device as possible) rather than in the 

cloud. The main difference between these two 

technologies is that the data in the fog computing 

are processed and analyzed in decentralized fog 

nodes. Fog nodes can process data without sending 

it to remote cloud servers. This saves a lot of time 

during data transmission and ensures real-time 

responses. Immediate data processing is very 

important for CPS, especially when decisions or 

actions need to be made quickly, even a millisecond 

is of great significance. Thus, fog computing 

reduces the amount of data required to be sent to 

the cloud for processing (often because not all data 

is useful) and accordingly increases the efficiency. 

Although fog computing has a number of 

advantages over cloud computing systems, there 

are some dangers hindering the application of 

modern systems when using fog computing. These 

problems may complicate the successful 

application of fog computing in CPS. Given that the 

security is one of the key factors in CPS, especially 

in critical cyber-physical infrastructures, the 

identification of cyber security problems of fog 

technologies and the development of methods to 

combat them are the most pressing issues today. 

In fact, fog computing does not replace cloud 

computing, it is an improved and expanded 

version of cloud computing. However, although 

many ways to address security and data privacy 

issues in cloud computing are already available, 

many security and privacy issues related to data 

and services in cloud computing remain 

unresolved. Fog computing is based on the 

computational power of distributed nodes to 

reduce the overall load of the data center. Since the 

fog nodes are distributed, centralized control 

becomes challenging. However, due to various 

characteristics such as geographical distribution, 

mobility and heterogeneity, the existing cloud 

computing security and privacy methods cannot be 

applied in a fog computing network. This means 

that new, state-of-the-art security mechanisms are 

needed to address the security and privacy 

concerns of fog computing. The goal of this article 

is to identify future research directions to address 

various security and privacy issues in fog 

computing. To this end, the article provides an 

overview of cyber security problems arising when 

using fog technology and the methods and tools 

available to solve them. 

2. Fog computing technology 

The notion fog computing was first used in 2014 

by the CISCO Systems employees. Fog and cloud 

computing runs in an integrated form [5]. Fog 

computing is closer to the end user, which ensures 

faster data processing. Thus, fog computing 

systems are a model of cloud computing systems 

and consist of multiple computing nodes 

physically connected directly to devices. The nodes 

of fog systems are physically closer to the primary 

data generating sources rather than to the 

centralized data processing centers. Therefore, they 

can provide communication with sources faster. 

The high computing power of edge nodes 

allows performing the necessary computing 

independently without sending large amounts of 

data to a remote server. Fog computing aims at 

supporting low latency IoT applications. The main 

difference between fog and cloud computing is that 

the cloud is a centralized system, while fog 

computing has a distributed, decentralized 

infrastructure. Fog computing systems, on the 

other hand, intermediate between sensors and 

remote servers. Fog computing systems determine 

which data will be sent to the server and which data 

can be managed locally. Thus, fog computing 

systems refer to an intelligent system that loads less 

clouds and provides faster data processing [6]. 

Sometimes sending data to the cloud for analysis, 

which requires fast processing, and delays in results 

delivery can lead to undesirable problems. In some 

areas (unmanned aerial vehicles, unmanned vehicles, 
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security cameras, etc.), an immediate and rapid 

response may be required when driving. Even if 

decisions are required to be made in the cloud, it is 

unnecessary and inefficient to send all the data 

generated to the clouds for processing and storage, 

since not all of the data generated is useful for 

decision-making and analysis. Therefore, fog 

computing is used to quickly control processes in 

these areas. Fog nodes at network boundaries process 

and store information generated locally by sensors 

and devices. This significantly reduces the data 

transmission over the Internet. This consequently 

minimizes network latency and provides real-time 

operations, especially for applications with latency or 

time constraints [7]. The use of fog computing for 

driving unmanned vehicles can be the best example. 

Self-driving cars use thousands of sensors that collect 

data, and processing of this information in cloud to 

detect crashes (accidents) and the result delivery can 

also lead to certain delays. This information should be 

processed immediately and a decision made 

instantly. Fog counting systems are used to control 

such systems. Intel estimates unmanned vehicles to 

produce 40 TB of data per day. Toyota predicts the 

sensed data traffic transmitted from cars to the cloud 

to reach 10 exabytes per month by 2025. Another 

example is Cloudflare and Akamai, which use 

content delivery network (CDN) technologies to 

eliminate network traffic delays. They eliminate 

network latency by using cached versions of content 

and hosting them on servers geographically located 

close to each other. This reduces network latency and 

provides a closer access point for information [10]. 

Transferring all data generated from 

information sources to the data processing center 

servers is sometimes very expensive, as it requires 

communication channels with significant 

bandwidth. Fog computing nodes efficiently 

handle large amounts of data from sources close to 

them and transfer only the data that requires 

additional analysis or long-term storage to the data 

processing center or cloud. This helps reduce traffic 

congestion, network bandwidth requirements, and 

risks when working with confidential information. 

Restricting the data transmission over the network 

allows it to be protected from hacker attacks. 

Applications can be securely used. 

Fog computing is expected to replace cloud 

computing. Although fog computing may 

theoretically outperform cloud computing, it will 

evolve with computing clouds. As edge computing 

technologies develop, so will the cloud. Gartner 

predicts traditional data processing centers to remain 

unused by 2025, and 80% of data processing centers 

to be replaced by infrastructures located closer to the 

consumer and providing services for them [11]. 

3. Fog computing technology 

architecture 

It should be noted that the fog network does not 

have a separate architecture and does not replace 

cloud computing, but complements it being as 

close as possible to the data source. The hierarchical 

architecture of the fog computing system is 

presented in Fig. 1 [3, 12]. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Fog Computing Architecture 

Mobile devices and sensors layer. This layer is 

the closest to the end user and the physical 

environment. It includes a variety of IoT devices, 

i.e., sensors, cell phones, smart devices, smart cars, 

smart houses, etc. This layer senses the information 

about a physical object or event through smart 

devices and sensors, and then transmits the 

information collected to a higher layer for 

processing and storage. 

Fog layer. This layer is located beyond the 

boundaries of the cloud computing network. The 

layer is generally composed of routers, network 

gateways, computing servers and other nodes. This 

layer provides a link between the lower layer (mobile 

devices and sensors) and the cloud layer. Fog-layer 

computing nodes are capable to process, transmit the 

data received from mobile devices or sensors to the 

higher layer and temporarily store the data. 

Applications used in real-time process analysis and 

management are performed at this layer. The fog 

computing system sends them to cloud computing 

systems to solve the tasks requiring large computing 

and memory resources. The fog computing system 

provides a link between cloud computing systems 

and lower-layer IoT devices. 

Cloud layer. Numerous high-capacity servers 
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and memory devices are used at this layer. This 

layer is provided by servers with high computing 

and memory capabilities to support the analysis 

and permanent storage of large amounts of data. 

The processing result is sent to the fog system via 

the network. Based on this information, the fog 

computing system controls the process by 

manipulating the executive mechanisms. 

Fog and Cloud Computing are comparatively 

analyzed below [13, 14]: 

1. Cloud architecture is centralized and 

consists of large data centers that can be 

located in different parts of the world, 

thousands of kilometers away from users. 

The fog architecture is distributed and 

consists of millions of small nodes as close as 

possible to the data generating sources. 

2. Fog layer acts as a mediator between the data 

source and cloud. If there is no fog layer in 

the system, the cloud communicates directly 

with data sources, which complicates the 

process management. 

3. Data processing in cloud computing is 

performed on remote cloud servers. In fog 

computing, the data processing and storage 

is performed in real time at the computing 

nodes located on the edge of the network 

segment close to the data source. 

4. Cloud is more functional than fog due to 

computing resources and storage capacity. 

5. Cloud consists of several large server nodes. 

The fog contains millions of small nodes and 

sensors. 

6. Fog computing perform analyzes faster 

because they are located at the network edge, 

while in cloud computing, servers react late 

to processes due to being located far away. 

7. Delay is less in fog computing and higher in 

cloud computing. 

8. If the Internet is down, the cloud system may 

crash. Fog computing use different protocols 

and standards, so the risk of unsustainability 

is much lower. 

9. Fog is a safer system than cloud due to its 

distributed architecture. 

Advantages of fog computing may include [6, 12]: 

• short response time to the process (fog 

system nodes are geographically closer to 

the sources and can respond instantly); 

• high bandwidth of the communication 

channel (some data is collected at different 

points and not sent to one center via the 

same channel); 

• impossibility of losing connection (due to 

numerous alternative communication 

channels); 

• high security (due to the data processing 

performed by a large number of nodes in the 

system); 

• improved user interface (instant responses 

and lack of pauses allows users to work 

comfortably); 

• fog computing reduces latency and increases 

network bandwidth. 

Disadvantages of fog counting systems may 

include [7]: 

 fog computing system is more complex 

(fog system is an additional layer in the 

data processing and storage system); 

 additional costs (companies have to 

purchase peripherals - routers, hubs, 

gateways); 

 limited scalability (unlike cloud); 

 lack of standard fog computing system 

architecture; 

 inefficient resource management. 

 

4. Cybersecurity problems of fog 

computing technology 

Cloud computing systems are vulnerable to 

many security threats due to the computing 

environment and centralized data storage. Its 

security has become a critical issue limiting its 

development. On the other hand, its wider edition, 

i.e., fog, is considered a safer architecture due to the 

following factors [15]: 

1. Collected data is temporarily stored and 

evaluated at local fog node closest to the data 

source, thus reducing dependence on the 

Internet. This complicates the local data 

storage, sharing and analysis for network 

attackers to access. 

2. There is no real-time data sharing between 

the cloud and the devices, so it is very 

difficult for attackers to gain access to any 

user’s personal information. 

Fog computing also inherits risks because they 

inherit many features of cloud computing. 

Therefore, it cannot be considered completely safe. 

Some of the security threats that can be used by 

attackers in fog computing are listed below [16-19]: 

• Malicious Node: One of the main concerns of 

fog counting is the presence of fake fog nodes, 

which can pose a significant threat to data security 

and privacy. When added to a network, a fake node 
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infects (disrupts) the entire system by spreading 

malicious information. This attack can disrupt the 

operation of the fog network, assemble confidential 

information, violate the completeness or 

availability of information, and so forth. 

• Phishing attack: Users use spam emails or 

other communication means sent by criminals to 

capture or destroy important information. It is 

realized by using the users’ interests against them. 

Here, an attacker can intercept users’ confidential 

information (identity, password) by falsifying 

users’ identification information via infected e-mail 

and phishing websites. 

• Denial of services (DOS): Attackers use 

simple communication protocols to send multiple 

requests to the node, depleting the fog node 

resources, thus causing the equipment to stop 

running. DoS attacks are easier to implement 

because most devices connected to a fog network 

are not mutually authenticated. Accordingly, 

attackers successfully prevent authorized users 

and devices from accessing the services provided 

by fog node or even cloud. In short, the attack 

seriously affects the security of fog and cloud 

systems. Cybercriminals also perform Distributed 

DoS (DDoS) attacks, which are very similar to DoS 

attacks, but performed through more than one 

computer. In some cases, criminals use both 

methods at the same time. For example, they first 

capture target node or nodes through malicious 

programs, and then perform DoS or DDoS attacks 

through captured node or nodes. 

• Blackhole Attack: An unreliable route is 

created and all data packages are routed to the 

“black hole”. This attack can cause the network to 

be overloaded and the packages to be dropped. The 

attacker makes the node look attractive to other 

nodes during the attack. Thus, all the data flow 

from any particular node is diverted to the 

hazardous node, which causes packages to be 

dropped, i.e., all traffic is stopped and the system 

believes that the information is received by the 

other party. It should be noted that a blackhole 

attack can be organized not only to violate the 

confidentiality of information transmitted, but also 

to perform additional attacks (DoS attack, etc.). 

This leads to more energy consumption. 

• Man-in-the-middle Attack: One of the most 

popular attacks in fog computing system is the 

man-in-the-middle attack. Here, the attacker stands 

between the fog nodes to snoop to and steal useful 

information and the authorized users are unaware 

of this. It is an internal attack and the information 

from the source node passes through the attacker 

before reaching the destination, assuming that both 

the source and the recipient have exchanged 

information directly. There are two main types of 

this attack, passive and active. In a passive attack, 

the attacker is only interested in the information 

transmitted. Thus, it snoops the packages without 

changing them, while in an active attack, the 

attacker manipulates the received packages before 

directing them to the destination. In the man-in-

the-middle attack, a human attack can be 

performed based on the communication protocols 

used in the network. Fog devices are often unable 

to use secure communication protocols due to 

limited resources. The exact solution to the man-in-

the-middle attack is still open, as it is confirmed to 

be a covert attack on fog computing. 

• Spoofing Attack: This attack is used by an 

attacker primarily to gain full access to the fog 

network and send false information to the network 

system. Spoofing attacks occur when an attacker 

appears as an authorized fog device, user, or server 

to attack a fog system. For example, IP spoofing. In 

this attack, the attacker may imitate and write the 

real IP address of other authorized devices, and 

then send false information to the nodes and 

devices in the fog network with the obtained real IP 

address. Devices on the network receive non-

original data, which allows attackers to gain full 

access to the system. 

Confidentiality in the collection, processing and 

transmission of user data through fog nodes is a 

major concern in fog computing from many points. 

Confidential information is more difficult to 

protect since fog nodes are closer to end users to 

collect sensitive information. None of the users 

want their information or privacy to be exposed, 

but no attention is paid to the disclosure of 

confidentiality under threats or attacks. A person 

connected to the network can misappropriate and 

steal confidential information exchanged between 

users. User privacy includes the followings [20, 21]: 

• Confidentiality of identity. Fog nodes 

redirect packages from IoT devices or other fog 

nodes to other fog nodes or cloud. In this case, the 

fog node should not be aware of the personal 

information of users. Anonymity and encryption 

methods are required to protect users’ information 

and conceal their identities. Therefore, during 

authentication of fog nodes, the user presents 

information about own identity (name, phone, 

home address, passport number, license ID, etc.) to 

the nodes for verification. 

• Data privacy. When communicating through 

fog nodes, users’ information may pass into the hands 
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of outsiders. Such information may include the user’s 

address, personal preferences and political ideology, 

etc. For example, an online voting system can 

jeopardize users’ political views. The confidentiality 

of such information is very important. 

• User privacy. Fog network consists of a large 

number of IoT devices connected to each other via 

sensors or wireless communication. The task of IoT 

devices is to create sensitive data and transmit it to fog 

nodes for processing. This sensitive information 

includes personal information, smart home 

automation information, medical information, 

business information, etc. and all this information may 

be stolen by the attacker due to a weak security system. 

• Spatial privacy. In fog network, the fog node 

closest to the user is selected. This option is 

determined by the user’s load balance, status, and 

other criteria. Access to spatial data can be risky for 

both the user and the fog node. The location of the 

end user can be easily determined from any fog 

node, and the location of the fog node can be easily 

determined from the end user. In addition, spatial 

data allows us to draw conclusions about a person’s 

social life. For example, smart meter readings violate 

a user’s privacy by indicating when users are 

sleeping or when they are not at home. 

The proposed protection methods to protect 

data from cyberattacks in Fog Computing 

environment are listed below [21-24]: 

• Authorization and authentication. The first 

safety measure is to identify each node and check 

that the connected node is genuine. The fog 

network consists of numerous nodes interacting 

with different objects at different layers, such as fog 

to fog, fog to cloud, and fog to IoT devices. The fog 

network must ensure safe interaction between 

different devices. This should use the authorization 

and authentication steps. This is the first step to 

establish a connection between end user/IoT 

devices and fog nodes. Authorization is defined as 

“officially allowed to log in” and Authentication is 

defined as “confirmation action”. The installation 

phase checks the access rights and identity of the 

node to be connected to. To access storage and 

processing services, end users must authenticate 

with fog node. Because Fog computing is an open 

network enabling millions of peripheral devices to 

connect to the network. Hence, it is important to 

identify each node as a verified one. 

• Decoy Technique: This is a security method 

used to authenticate user data available on a 

computer network. It replaces the original 

information with the false one, which then passes 

on to the attackers. When an attacker causes a 

security breach in the system, it finds a fake data 

file instead of the original one. This file is known as 

a decoy file, and the proposed method is called the 

decoy technique. For security reasons, decoy files 

are created initially. The system hides the original 

information, which can only be accessed by 

authenticated users, and replaces it with a decoy 

file for intruders by default. 

• Blockchain technology: This technology has 

recently been widely used for the secure 

application of Bitcoin cryptocurrency. The main 

reason for the success and importance of 

blockchain technology is that it is decentralized 

and allows applications to run in distributed way. 

Obviously, blockchain technology has become a 

hot topic in recent years, but it is still quite 

immature in fog computing environment. 

However, over time, the fog environment safety 

can be improved by using blockchain technology. 

• Intrusion Detection System (IDS): An intrusion 

detection system integrating individual detection 

components scattered within a fog network should be 

installed. IDS in Fog computing is used to detect and 

protect from attacks, including DoS, internal attacks, 

port scan attacks, flood attacks on virtual machines, 

man-in-the-middle attacks, hypervisors, and many 

others. In fog computing, IDS should be deployed at 

all three architecture layers to track and analyze traffic 

and behavior of fog nodes, end devices, and cloud 

servers. 

• Effective encryption methods. Effective 

encryption methods solve the privacy problem, 

because attackers will not be able to decrypt complex 

encryption algorithms. Recently, homomorphic 

encryption is gaining more and more attention. 

Homomorphic Encryption is a cryptographic method 

enabling to perform computing on encrypted data and 

maintain confidentiality when processing sensitive 

data. For example, homomorphic encryption can be 

used to protect power consumption in Smart Grid 

systems and to address security and privacy issues in 

fog computing. 

5. Conclusion 

Cloud computing technologies are widely used in 

CPS systems to process and store real-time data 

collected from physical systems and the environment 

by various sensors. Sensed data often requires rapid 

processing in terms of solution. For example, data 

must be processed quickly within seconds and 

respond to feedback mechanisms. However, the 

current cloud model is not sufficient to meet these 

requirements. Using fog computing technologies, it is 
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possible to improve the quality of cloud services. 

Thus, the network infrastructure created on Fog 

computing ensures avoiding the Internet network 

load as a result of balanced distribution of data 

between the fog and cloud networks. In this regard, 

this article examined the prospects for the use of fog 

computing technologies in CPS, and comparatively 

analyzed cloud and fog technologies. 

The application areas of CPS are of critical 

importance; hence, special requirements are placed 

on their safety and reliability. This article analyzed 

cybersecurity issues when using fog computing 

systems, and studied the cyber-attacks 

compromising the fog network efficiency and the 

user privacy. The available protection methods 

were explored to prevent these cyber-attacks. 
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